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About This Content

After the first wave of great colony ships departed Earth, the jubilation of humanity was short-lived. Those left behind fell into
a violent struggle over the quickly-diminishing resources on their barren home world. From this tumultuous time, two new
factions arose. These newcomers were grounded not in the idealism of their predecessors, but on opportunism, resilience,

ruthlessness, and above all a commitment to their own survival.

Now, many decades after their first landfall on a new planet, the proud survivors of the first expeditions beyond Earth look up
to see the skies darkened by a new breed of pioneers.

Beyond Earth extended the Civilization franchise from its historical setting into the possible futures of science fiction. Rising
Tide extends Beyond Earth to new frontiers on the planet’s surface and beneath its seas, adding even more choices and

diplomatic options as you continue to build “just one more turn” toward a new vision for the future of humanity.

Colonize the Ocean: Build floating settlements and access natural resources hidden beneath the seas of the alien planet.
Alien beasts with unique abilities inhabit the water and challenge the player in new ways. The ocean provides a fully
replayable map, new gameplay mechanics and strategic possibilities for players to reign supreme on their new world.

Dynamic Leader Traits: Players and AI Leaders alike unlock new Traits through gameplay and activate different
combinations to respond to the changing world. These dynamic sets of Traits also provide benefits and add to the new
Diplomacy system, governed by the new Fear and Respect attributes.
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New, Enhanced Diplomatic Options: Shape the diplomatic landscape by using political capital to upgrade your traits,
change diplomatic relationships, and leverage the benefits of your allies’ traits.

New Sponsors: Four new factions have been added to the game including Al Falah, nomad explorers descended from
wealthy and resilient Middle Eastern states that possess a rich cultural and commercial heritage.

New Artifact System: Collect and combine powerful relics to unlock new perks, unit upgrades, and buildings for your
faction on the new world.

New Hybrid Units: Affinities are competing visions for the future of humanity. By investing in multiple Affinities,
rather than specializing in just one, players can unlock special hybrid Affinity units and upgrades.

New Biomes: Two new world types have been added. Primordial worlds are rife in volcanic activity and the chaotic
landscape of a world still forming. Frigid worlds have cooled in their great age, their surfaces covered with icy oceans
and frozen tundra.
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Title: Sid Meier's Civilization: Beyond Earth - Rising Tide
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Firaxis Games, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Sid Meier's Civilization
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® Vista SP2, Windows® 7, Windows 8/8.1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB ATI Radeon HD 3650 or better, 256 MB nVidia 8800 GT or better, or Intel HD 3000 or better integrated
graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 13 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c‐compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Other Requirements: Initial installation requires one-time Internet connection for Steam authentication;
software installations required (included with the game) include Steam Client, Microsoft Visual C++2012 Runtime Libraries
and Microsoft DirectX.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Very addicting gameplay with lots of cool Skill and Character-Based Stories.
Highly Recommended if you like 2.5D RPGs like Elsword.. Sometime works, sometime not.. Great logic puzzle game! The
levels get increasing complex and challenging, but gameplay is very simple, so it's very easy to learn. I also love the game
music.. After half an hour figuring out taming I had left some tame rabbits at my home to clear out the weeds. A wolf that I had
named but not captured came and killed them all. Only 1 could be revived.
10 of 10 would lose all my hard earned rabbits again. Lots of achievements and fun puzzles to solve! Well worth the price, for
the hour of fun you will get out of it.. 10\/10 saved my marriage and got a promotion at work. Unable to play. Bad purchase.. As
everyone mentions, this is a mouse dexterity game, although there is still a small amount of puzzle in there.
Also, everyone is correct about replaying all levels 4 times, although there is still some new challenge in it.
Recommend, because it's an overall good casual game, even if it's a little misleading.. How can I put this lightly to most other
rpgs that are high end? This game, being as old as it is, still has a somewhat thriving community and amazing, easy to use game
mechanics, especially the SM (Soulmate) system. The way this game was designed was to cater to the casual crowd of
MMORPG games, one of which I am a part of. The way this game handles is amazingly, especially with how underpowered my
own laptop is. It runs so smoothly and does not give me many issues. Most RPG fanatics would say that its way too easy, or its
not my type of rpg, being the artstyle is cutesy in a sense. I have put about 60 hours to the game, hit a decent rank, even found
an SM for the game, too. The soulmate system is kind of odd to get used to, having to write an application to try and get an
intimate friend for the game.

Pros:
Easy to enter into
Easy to run on any computer
Addicting
Cute art style

Cons:
Combat AI is buggy
Clicking is not as accurate for engaging moving target
How long the Partnering system for an SM takes

Overall review: 9.5/10
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Short version:
I'm slowly and surely increasing my amount of ball-games.
There's secrets in this game?

---
Long(er) version:
This game reminds me of the days when I played Zuma Deluxe, and was bought for that reason. It's decently difficult at times,
and at the moment I'm trying the harder modes of it. I would almost say that this game is even slightly better than Zuma Deluxe,
from what my deduction skills tells me so far. Only bigger complaint is the lack of options you can edit. Overall, it is
somewhere decent and very nice, more or less what you can expect from a game about balls, and that you can finish it fairly
quickly. Is it worth its price? Well, ask yourself how much you're willing to pay to play with balls. Personally, I enjoy playing
with my balls.

And since people only cares about scores and stats, and nothing about personal anecdotes and chit-chat, here you go:

Music: Balls
Graphics: Balls
Controls: Balls
AI: Balls
Velocity: Balls
Political stance: Balls
What to expect: Balls
Cost: Balls
Community: Balls
How deep: Balls

Score: Balls\/Balls. This game's been dead for years, don't buy it.. Good Hidden-object game.
Lots of Hidden-object scenes with a bit less amount of puzzles of any kind, some original, some challenging.
Story is good enough and atypical to this kind of games.. Even for its price this game does not offer enough content: shooting is
dull, graphics are all brown, music does not fit the action, "progression" system is linear (and you can't even stop upgrading to
that slow tank), scoreboards constantly reset (and there are like 50 players total so not much to compete with). No random
generation each time, no perks, no power-ups, nothing. I could justify if it was in beta and developer would add content later,
but I doubt that this is the case.. This has been a really fun hour spent playing this game. I really had thought I should be
preparing myself for some jumpscares since in the beginning it warned about horror themes but I'm so glad all of it turned out to
be cutesy with very light scary themes. The characters, the design and the story were charming and given that it's free - give it a
try, why the hell not?. Eh, can't say I'm a big fan of the gameplay, and the lewds for this is less than impressive too. Also, the
character controls very stiffly and awkwardly. I say save your money and buy something else.. Gorgeous visual novel style Sci-Fi
RPG . Amazing art and plenty of cute Characters XD
Has a low key Trekkie sort of style and lots of adventure. Plenty of charming moments with characters and Great use of humor
in dialogue!
If you you need something light and uplifting that's really damn PRETTY, look no further good people!

it's unique and worth it X3. yup!
Great Game!
Again!. Doesn't work when i try to launch it!
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